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HISTORY: The Guitar in the Arts 
  

By Vidal Benito Revuelta; translated by David Rohde ° 

he Machado brothers put in Heredia, 

the ‘‘tocaor’s,” mouth this definition 

of Flamenco in La Lola se va a los 

puertos: “Siempre fue seria nestra profesién. La 

copla y la guitarra flamenca—usted lo sabe-no son 

cosas de bromas. La juerga—se entiende con 

cante jondo—tiene de funcion de iglesia mas que 

jolgorio. No es una diversion cualquiera, donde 

se mete ruido y se decorchan botellas. Para 

alegrarse en flamenco se ha menester mucha 

ciencia, mucha devoci6n al cante y al toque.” 

(“Our profession always was serious. The 

verse and the flamenco guitar are not joking 

things, you know. The gaiety, understood with 

cante jondo, is more of a church function than 

one of frolic. It is not just any diversion, which 

one makes noise and uncorks bottles. In order to 

be happy in Flamenco one needs much know- 

ledge, much devotion to singing and playing.’’) 

Abounding in the theme, Heredia adds again: 

“Es mucho pero no llega a toque hondo. El 

flamenco no es misica, sino lengua del corazén. 

La guitarra en la copla y la falseta importa por 

lo que dice y nunca por lo que suena pero en la 

guitarra solo se dicen las cosas flamencas.” 

(“It is much, but does not arrive to deep play- 

ing. Flamenco is not music, but rather a language 

of the heart. The guitar, verse, and flourish mat- 

ters for what is said and never for the sound. But 

on the guitar alone are flamenco things spoken.”) 

Today in Paris, London, and New York select 

minorities are familiar with the word flamenco, 

thanks to the magic of our dances, our songs, our 

guitar, and to those, for certain, who in the 

spring of 1962 celebrated in Jerez de la Frontera 

  

the First National Festival of Flamenco Song, 

Dance, and Guitar. 

We shall not end with these notes about guitar 

music without alluding to the role played by the 

Aragonese jota, in which the instrumental and 

vocal parts take an equal or at least nearly equal 

share. The guitars begin with a prelude before the 

people’s voice. This is when all are quiet, minds 

collected, and the attention sharpened. The 

guitars alone sing lively until from the depths of 

the jotero’s chest springs slowly underlining the 

motive the high and virile voice of the street. Fol- 

lowing this there is an instrumental epilogue, 

that is somewhat more lively. Once again it is 

the guitars, “‘as if they were the people’s voice 

that manifests the joyful emotion received.” In 

the dance the guitar plays an important role in 

some of the Spanish regional dances. So it is in 

Andalusia with the dances influenced by Cretans, 

Arabs, Gypsies, Jews, and Africans giving a unique 

and undescribable result. The guitar is asso- 

ciated with tone, grace, ethnic feeling, and inten- 

sity in the art of the Andulusian dance, under- 

linging the joys and griefs with laughter or weep- 

ing of its trebles and basses. In Aragon the guitar 

underlines and emphasizes the violent and quick 

rhythm, the virile and vehement of the jota. 

While in Valencia it follows its jota with slower 

and more serene tone, which is elevated to a 

majestic character when it accompanies the 

movement of the bolero balear. 

After this brief survey of the guitar by its 
music, we see it is, according to the expression 

of Felipe Pedrill, “one of the most valuable and 

expressive agents that music counts on.” 

(To be continued) 

 



“Es mucho pero no llega a toque 

hondo. El flamenco no es musica, sino 

lengua del coraz6n. La guitarra en la 

copla y la falseta importa por lo que 

dice y nunca por lo que suena pero en 

la guitarra solo se dicen las cosas 

flamencas.”’ 

(‘Tt is much, but does not arrive to 

deep playing. Flamenco is not music, 

but rather a language of the heart. The 

guitar, verse, and flourish matters for 

what is said and never for the sound. 

But on the guitar alone are flamenco 

things spoken. ’’) 
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The Concierto de Aranjuez, always a favorite 

with concert-goers, has become increasingly 

popular with community orchestras. This is a 

hopeful sign for all guitarists, because it gets the 

instrument in front of the public and also pro- 

vides other than big-name guitarists the chance of 

playing the concierto. 

It would seem at first that playing with a com- 

munity orchestra would be a snap—the real chal- 

lenge would come from a performance under 

Solti or Van Karajan. The truth is, the community 

orchestra performances are fraught with dangers 

and pitfalls one wouldn’t encounter with more 

professional orchestras. The result can be rattling. 

The program chosen by the orchestra was all 

Spanish—with the exception of Haydn’s Sym- 

phony No. 92—boasting Chabrier’s Espana,



  

Rhapsody 

The music of Rodrigo, Granados, De 

Falla, Jimene , Tarrega and Ravel inter- 

preted in their most vivid colors and 

tones. 

Ravel’s Bolero and other “spanish” favorites. 

But it was the Concierto which became the focus 

of everyone’s attention, especially the guitar- 

lovers in the audience. 

Doug Niedt dove into the first movement at a 

brisk tempo with vigorous rasgueado (instead of 

the crescendo marked in the score). However, 

the orchestra moderated on his tempo until the 

movement settled into a relaxed allegro. :‘The 

scales in this movement and the difficult position 

work didn’t stop Mr. Niedt as he blazed through 

his solo passages, then sat with his fingers poised 

on the strings in anticipation of his next entrance. 

In the Adagio Niedt’s playing was accurate 

and studied, though lacking a little warmth. The 

long solo passage in the center of this movement 

was well executed with a variety of rhythms and 

  
Douglas Niedt



  

colors, reaching its climax in brilliantly executed 

rasgueado. But the orchestra’s unfamiliarity with 

the Concierto became most obvious in this move- 

ment; in fact, the English horn solo, poignant in 

the middle of the movement, was totally missing. 

The orchestra also had trouble playing in unison 

which lent a kaleidoscopic quality to some of 

the cadenzas. 

Niedt and the orchestra were definitely to- 

gether in the last movement. When the com- 

bination was right, Niedt could relax and play to 
his fullest ability, driving through the fast arpeg- 

gios and tremolos with no hesitation. Niedt has a 

powerful right hand which makes the notes pop 

out of his guitar, and his long fingers are able to 

reach the most difficult stretch. The last move- 

ment was the most successful of the three, and 

the entire Concierto was warmly received by the 

audience. 

A bit of a disappointment was Niedt’s encore. 

Though he announced Tarrega’s Gran Jota—a real 

showstopper and clearly within Niedt’s ability to 

perform—he played something which was a com- 

bination of the Jota, Malaguena, Montoya and 

Espana Cani. Though it satisfied the audience, it 

added a note of compromise to what was a very 

spirited performance of Rodrigo. 

It became clear as a result of this performance 

that Niedt is in the forefront of today’s guitarists. 

There is a fluidity to his playing which is rare, so 

   
David Politzer (Conductor) 

  

    
Performance arranged by Dr. Robert Kamaido, 

President and executive director of the 

Symphony Orchestral Association. 

much so that at no time do you really feel he’s 

intimidated by either his instrument or the music. 

At times he tends to confuse loud with harsh, 

but those moments are few. His knowledge of 

the Concierto is obvious; each movement was a 

tour de force which worked well with the first 

and last movements, but which took some of the 

lyricism away from the Adagio. 

One would be tempted to say that any critic- 

ism of a performance of this nature would be 

unfair to lay any fault on the performer upon 

whose shoulders lay the responsibility of keeping 

the orchestra going. But it did make one thing 

clear—Niedt is a guitarist worth watching. . . and 

listening to. 

Also included on the program was the dancing 

of Ms. Libby Komaiko Fleming, a student of just 

about everyone from Alba to Vargas. Her danc- 

ing added to the mystery of Granados’ Oriental, 

punctuated the joy of the virgin bride in Boda de 

Luis Alonso by Jimenez, and really frightened 

the audience in DeFalla’s Ritual Fire Dance (es- 

pecially with clouds of dust-smoke emanating 

from the stage). The orchestra finished their all- 

“spanish”? program with a spirited performance 

of Ravel’s Bolero. 

Norman Ruiz 
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A. de Mudarra (1546) transcription doigté de Ramon Cueto 
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~ Ftude en mi mineur 
E. Feldmann (1967) 
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GUITARRA Magazine wishes to express its appreciation to the fine French guitar magazine, 

GUITARE ET MUSIQUE for lending us the services of their guitar composer and transcriber, 

Ramon Cueto. Maestro Cueto’s transcriptions will appear in GUITARRA starting with this 

issue. We wish to express our appreciation to Mme. G. Imbar, director of GUITARE ET 

MUSIQUE for granting us this permission. 
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Daniel A. Hazard 

Guitar Forum 
Concentration 
The Vertebrae of Musical Success     

  

“If one thinks about concentration 

instead of the work at hand, 

one is in fact not concentrating.””       
During every stage of study and practice the 

primary essential for fruitful results is the frus- 

tratingly paradoxical concept—concentration. “If 

one thinks about concentration (or lack thereof) 
instead of the work at hand, one is in fact not 

concentrating. If one’s concentration is success- 

ful, there will be but dim awareness of this fact 

while the work goes on,’’12 

Thus one has to approach the act of concen- 

trating somewhat obliquely. Consider these sug- 

gestions for creating conditions conducive to 

good concentration: 

1) The environment in which you practice is 

of great importance. The practice room 

should be quiet and comfortable, the 

acoustics should be pleasant, and we 

should be undisturbed. 

  

Practicing while tired, 

either mentally or physically, 

is wasted practice.         

2) Realize the necessity of freshness during 
the practice period. Close observation of 

your daily ‘highs’ and ‘lows’ can help in 

  

planning your practice schedule. Use your 

‘peak efficiency hours’ for tasks requiring 

greater concentration. Practicing while 

tired, either mentally or physically, is 

wasted practice. 

Plan regularly scheduled periods of work so 

that your entire psyche is eventually pro- 

grammed into a cycle and into anticipating 

periods of concentration. 

4) Time spans of-effective concentration will 

vary from person to person of course, but 

“most people are not able to maintain an 

effective concentration span of more than 

35 to 40 minutes at a time.”13 
5) A timer is a valuable tool for measuring 

your practice time and alloting different 

amounts of time for different tasks. You 
might buy an inexpensive clock, christen 

it your Practicing Clock, and use it for that 

purpose alone. A stop-watch works even 

better for this purpose since it may be 

stopped and started easily. You might try 

a couple of the charming old-fashioned 

timekeepers, say, a half-hour glass and a 

ten-minute glass. You may lie them flat if 
the phone rings and continue after the in- 

terruption without losing a grain of time. 

oo
 

~— 

  

  

The more work you ‘see’ you have done 

the more confidence 

you will have while performing.     

12 Stewart Gordon, “‘The New Davidities XIX,” The American Music Teacher, Feb.—Mar. 1979, p. 4. 

131 eopold La Fosse, ‘Teaching the Art of Practicing,” The Instrumentalist, Dec. 1793, p. 43. 

 



6) A record book for planning and keeping 

track of your practice is also beneficial. 

Although a large variety of different types 

of graph paper and statistical record sheets 

are available and adaptable for this pur- 

pose, I have found that a teacher’s roll 

book is my preference. It will last for one 
year and has squares available for marking 

titles or exercises with their respective time 

allotments and tempos each day of that 
year. Marking in this record book may act 

as a form of positive reinforcement, thus 

encouraging practice and improvement. It 

will also allow for the formation of addi- 

tional performance confidence by review- 
ing this record before a recital—the more 

work you ‘see’ you have done the more 

confidence you will have while performing. 

In addition, it will also help you plan for 

future recitals by giving you an idea of 

your average learning rate for various 

levels of pieces. You will discover, of course, 

many other benefits if you stick to it. 
7) One’s attitude toward the matter of con- 

centration is particularly important, be- 

cause a belief in the fact that one has poor 

concentration results in exactly that—poor 

concentration. As simplistic as it sounds, 

practicing the reverse also works. Thus a 

paraphrase of the well-known quotation 

attributed to Emile Coue can be very: help- 

ful: “Every day in every way my concen- 

tration gets better and better.”14 You will 

find Coue’s formula of autosuggestion 

helpful if you will repeat it to yourself on 

rising in the morning and on going to bed 

at night, which is what he recommended. 

mastery is attained. Similarly, where there 

is little motivation, there is little concen- 

tration. It should be remembered, however, 

that some things are learned for their own 

sake, and others (for example: scales or 
slur exercises, etc.) are pursued as tools for 

attainment of higher things. 
  

A student who cannot accomplish 

  
much in four hours, 

will not in six.     

9) Seldom practice more than four (possibly 

five) hoursa day. Don’t think that by practic- 

ing six or seven hours a day you will become 
a greater artist than he who practices four 

hours a day. Most great teachers from Les- 

chetizky to Segovia follow and recommend 

similar advice. A student who cannot accom- 
plish much in four hours, will not in six. 

  

Few people realize what a vital factor 

  
health is to a musician. 

    

10) Few people realize what a vital factor 

health is to a musician. We would be wise 

to follow the advice of the well-known 

Spanish piano virtoso, Alberto Jonas, who 

devoted much of his time studying the 

physiological aspects of performance: “Get 

the best book you can upon diet and eat- 

ing, the right selection of foods, etc., and 

then use all of your will power to create 

habits of correct eating. This may show in 

your playing and study.”15 
  

Where there is little motivation, 

there is little concentration. 

It is easier to concentrate and practice 

if one knows for what he or she is 

practicing.             8) Concentration may be aided through ‘in- 

tent to learn.’ This does not mean an occa- 

sional or sporadic intention but a firm, de- 

cision to give continuity of effort until 

11) “Practice sessions are facilitated by com- 
prehensive statements of objectives and 

models.”16 It is easier to concentrate and 

141 eslie M. Lecron, Self Hypnotism: The Technique and Its Use in Daily Living (New Jersey: 

Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 69. 

7 James F. Cooke, Great Pianists on Piano Playing (Pennsylvania: Theo. Presser Co., 1917), p. 401. 

16 Rudolf E. Radocy and J. David Boyle, Psychological Foundations of Musical Behavior (Illinois: 

Thomas Books, 1979), p. 312. 
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practice if one knows for what he or she 

is practicing. State daily goals, weekly 

goals, monthly goals, etc., clearly and with 

practicality so that your practice has 

‘direction’. Form ‘mental models’ (aural 

pictures) of your desired goals to act as 

the criteria against which you measure 

your progress. 
  

  
The worst kind of practice 

is perfunctory practice. 
    

12) 

13) 

“Stimulation of our mental processes by 

changing our focus frequently regenerates 

mental interest.”17 Whether this requires 

a re-focusing of our listening to, say, inner 

voices or counter-melodies for a while; or 

to the practicing of an entirely different 

piece or exercise; we must realize that 

once concentration begins to wane, we 

must either change our focus to some other 

aspect of practice or stop entirely. We must 

avoid at all times practice lacking in 

concentration; the worst kind of practice is 

perfunctory practice. 

It is always advisable to mix a little physi- 

cal activity or exercise with long periods 

of sedentary mental work. Often a quick 

walk around the block, interspersed with 

good deep breathing restores concentration. 

Some type of daily exercise or yoga will 

surely prove beneficial. 

  

  

“Concentration, ability to absorb 

new material, recall ability, and 

performance are much improved 

under hypnosis.”     

14 

14) For those of an experimental nature, it 

may be worth while to read a book or two 

on self-hyponosis. It may be very helpful 

in studying and learning. ‘Concentration, 

ability to absorb new material, recall 

ability, and performance are much im- 

proved under hypnosis.”’18 

15) One would be well advised to purchase a 

“Negative Ion Generator” for their practice 

room. What’s that?!? You have probably 

experienced negative ions before—a walk in 

the woods, a day at the seashore, the air 

after a thunderstorm—all of these invigor- 

ating environments are naturally enriched 

with negative ions. The atmosphere that 

you are living, working, and practicing in 

is starved of negative ions. Modern environ- 

ments with air conditioners, electric heaters, 

pollution, and even little gadgets like your 

electric metronome, strip the negative ions 

out of the air. The results—you are breath- 

ing dead air, and that is how it makes most 

people feel. Ion generators are basically 

little black boxes (about the size of a 

metronome) which you plug into normal 

house current and out the other end come 

trillions of negative ions into the air. 

' The scientific literature on this subject is 

profuse with upwards of 1000 papers in 

the past 50 years. Most research confirms 

that ion generators will: 

a) Remove dust, smoke, pollen, bacteria, 

and smog from the air; 

b) Return altertness that heaters, air con- 

ditioners, appliances, etc., take out; 

c) Replace stuffiness with pure freshness; 

d) Remove odors from the air. 

The list goes on as research continues but, 

in short, they provide an environment 

which is much more condusive to concen- 

tration and practice—a major concern of 

not only musicians, but many other people 

as well. 

One research report by Minkh in Russia 

showed that male subjects after nine days 

of exposure to negative ions increased their 

capacity for static work by 46%, for 

dynamic work by 59.5%, and was further 

augmented by 87% by the 25th day. He 

also reported motor reaction time was con- 

tinually shortened during exposure and 

17 Stewart Gordon, ‘‘The New Davidities XIX,” The American Music Teacher, Feb.—Mar. 1979, p. 4. 

18 Leslie M. Lecron, Self Hypnotism: The Technique and Its Use in Daily Living (New Jersey: 

Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 58. 

 



was reduced by 22 miliseconds at the end 

of the experiment.19 While I am not sure 

of the validity of this experiment, it does 

deserve investigation because all musicians 

are concerned with motor reaction time. 

  

It seems that space-age technology 

has finally invented something — 

to benefit the musician by adding 

vitality to the practice room.       

When looking for an ion generator keep 

four points in mind: 

a) Beware of large fancy boxes with fans 

inside. The majority of these are based 

on early designs and produce little or 

no ions, and may produce excessive 

ozone. 
b) Look at the manufacturer’s specifica- 

tions for the number of ions at one 

meter from the machine. These range 

from 7500 to over 500,000 ions per 

cubic centimeter. Obviously the higher 

the better. 

c) Well constructed machines will have an 

ozone level of less than .02ppm (FDA 
maximum is .05ppm). 
Units designed with modern technology 

can operate on very little power, costing 

about four cents per week to run con- 

tinuously, and produce high ion outputs 

for a relatively low purchase price. 

ho
 

It seems that space-age technology has fin- 

ally invented something to benefit the musi- 

cian by adding vitality to the practice room. 
  

“Slow practice does not guarantee 

concentration, but concentration 

especially on problems to be solved 
necessitates slow playing.”       

  

  

16) Last but not least—‘‘Slow-motion” practice 

is a definite aid to concentration. It enables 

us to grasp, mentally digest, and physi- 

cally execute each individual movement 

that goes to make up the whole. An im- 

portant point to remembers is brought to 

light in a quotation by Egon Petri, “Slow 

practice does not guarantee concentration, 

but concentration—especially on problems 

to be solved—necessitates slow playing.’’29 

(Slow-motion practice will be covered in 

more detail in a future article.) 

  

Concentration is, 

so to speak 

the vertebrae of musical success.       

Of all the intellectual processes none is more 

helpful in learning and memorizing music than 

concentration. Concentration is, so to speak, the 

vertebrae of musical success. And yet, there are 

no patent rules for concentration—only sugges- 

tions which may aid, promote, and create con- 

ditions condusive to it. 

  

“System is perhaps the most essential 

thing in practice.” 
      

Perhaps we can conclude, that the formation 

of a ‘system of practice’ will be the one over- 

whelming contribution to good concentration. 

Most of the forementioned suggestions point to 

this conclusion. Pederewski once stated, ‘System 

is perhaps the most essential thing in practice. 

We must have some design, some chart, some 

plan for our development.’’ However, he adds, 

“the system must be elastic so that it can be 

adapted to changing needs.”’21 

Though many aspects of a system have al- 

ready been brought forth here and in the first 

two articles of this series, the actual processes 

for optimal learning, memorization, and reten- 

tion will begin in the next issue. 

= George W. K. King, “‘Air Ionization and Its Effects on Well Being and Stress and Its Biological 

Effects,”’ Diss. The Internastional Academy of Preventive Medicine, 1979, pp. 8-9. 

20 Charles Cook, Playing Piano for Pleasure (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1941), p. 49. 

21 James F. Cooke, Great Pianists on Piano Playing (Pennsylvania: Theo. Presser Co., 1917), p. 297. 
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Eduardo Fernandez 

‘Brilliant’ 
Eduardo Fernandez, the newest guitar sensa- 

tion from Uraguay, performed a recital at North- 

western University, Evanston, llinois, on February 

1. Fernandez is another of the new school of 

guitarists employing the Carlevaro technique. 

This unique style produces a light, airy sound 

from the guitar and permits the artist to achieve 

great speed. However, the full sound of the guitar 

is not used, and some contrapuntal sections of 

the music suffer as a result. 

First on Mr. Fernandez’s program was Bach’s 

Lute Suite No. 1. Fernandez’s light touch work- 

ed well in the fast runs and the grace notes and 

ornaments of the suite, producing an overall 

effect of technical excellence where orchestrating 

the voices (which was so obvious in Bream’s 

Bach) was not the main concern. Fernandez’s 

interpretative abilities never intruded on the 

music. The suite was played with a clean sound, 

though at times his buzzing strings and hard 

notes were annoying. 

Fernandez seemed more at ease with Ponce’s 

Variations and Fugue on the Folies of Spain. His 

performance of this work was very imaginative, 

employing a wide range of sounds and colors. At 

times his piano was inaudible (for this listener, 

in the third row), but it was his ability at phras- 

 



ing that made each intricate variation a gem, 

polished and refined. 

The ninth and sixteenth variations were play- 

ed with such feeling and sensitivity that they 

drew a sigh from the audience. Less convincing, 

however, was the Fugue with which Fernandez 

never became comfortable and which added ten- 

sion to an otherwise skillful rendering of this 

difficult work. After playing Frank Martin’s 

Four Short Pieces, Fernandez took on the ardu- 

ous task of performing all twelve of Villa-Lobos’ 

Etudes. In these pieces, less contrapuntal, Fer- 

nandez’s playing style was more at ease. High- 

lights of this performance were a brilliant and 

fluid Etude No. 2, a very tender No. 5, a cry- 

  

stalline No. 7 with clean runs and light arpeggios, 

a strong No. 10 with a flashing left hand legato, 

and a powerfully executed No. 12. Fernandez ac- 

knowledged the warm applause by performing 

Villa-Lobos’ Prelude No. 1. 

Eduardo Fernandez is an extremely gifted 

young guitarist with strong interpretative abilities 

and a knack for communicating to an audience. 

His playing can be muddy, but when he’s ‘‘on’”’ 

he’s brilliant. His program tended to be too 

heavy, but it was refreshing after recitals of im- 

possible piano transcriptions or all-encore pieces. 

He’s definitely a ‘‘thinking”’ guitarist—worth the 

ticket price. 

Norman Ruiz 

Aida Rodriguez at Preston Bradley Hall 
Chicago’s Preston Bradley Hall, in the Chicago 

Public Library, though a visually stimulating hall 

with inlaid mosaics, the glisten of abalone shell 

and the scalloped colors of its domed ceiling is, 

nevertheless, a poor place for a guitar recital. On 

this occasion, a recital sponsored by the Consulate 

General of Spain, Aida Rodriguez struggled to 

make her rather thin playing heard by a very 

warm, accepting and patient audience. 

Ms. Rodriguez is a product of two schools of 

teaching. Having studied with José Tomas and 

Abel Carlevaro, she synthesizes both the old 

school and the modern playing techniques. In 

Aida the result is a playing style which lacks 

warmth and color. There is little vibrato, at least 

none that works, almost no “interpretation” 

and a straightforward rhythmic sense which 

works well in the Renaissance music, but which 

becomes rather two dimensional in some of the 

other music. ‘ 

Rodriguez’s varied program consisted mostly 

of works by Latin American and Spanish com- 

posers, though somehow she detoured to England 

to play pieces by the two Dowlands. Opening 

her program with the Contrapunto and Guardame 

by Luis de Narvaez, it became immediately 

obvious that Rodriguez’s playing style was well   Aida Rodriguez 
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suited to these Renaissance pieces. Her strong 

rhythmic sense, combined with good voice con- 

trol, made these pieces the cleanest on her pro- 

gram, The same could be said of her performance 

of the three English pieces, Lady Clifton’s Spirit 

by Robert Dowland, and the Earl of Essex and 

Frog gilliards by John Dowland. Though these 

works were meticulously played, they lacked the 

dynamics, dimension and imagination which 

raises them above the level of being tedious. 

This was not true of her performance of works 

by the more modern composers. Despite the 

fact that Rodrigo’s Fandango, a real “bear” 

anyhow, and Villa Lobo’s Choros were poorly 

played, Ms. Rodriguez showed a real understand- 

ing of the works by Latin American composers. 

The Three Pieces for Guitar by the Mexican com- 

poser Carlos Chavez were played with great ex- 

pression, making one wonder why these wonder- 

fully wrought works aren’t performed more 

often. The Indian motifs interwoven with Chavez’s 

primitivistic composing style worked well on the 

guitar, and Rodriguez brought them off with 

great skill. Leo Brouwer’s Elogio de la Danza, 

though rhythmically and technically challeng- 

ing, presented Aida with few problems, and 

this piece, because of the feeling she put into 

it, was probably the best on the entire program. 

Abel Carlevaro’s Campo was again well played, 

with a fine contrast drawn between the bass 
melody and the contrasting chordal accom- 

paniment. Lauro’s Vals Criollo was performed at 

a moderate, steady pace rather than the lightening 

speed common to most performances, and the 

attack worked well. 

Ms. Rodriguez ended her program with a 

rather shaky performance of Sor’s Introduction 

and Variations on a Theme by Mozart. After 

being called back twice by a very appreciative 

audience, Ms. Rodriguez performed Carlevaro’s 

Tamborines as an encore. 

Norman Ruiz 

Faul Henry at Noyes Center 
Paul Henry gave an afternoon recital at Evan- 

ston’s Noyes Cultural Arts Center on Sunday, 

February 15th. This was Henry’s first concert in 

the Chicago area since th Society of American 

Musicians Guitar Competition. 

Henry, who is impressive as an almost flawless 

guitarist, seemed to have some difficulty on this 

occasion. A feeling of reservation tended to dom- 

inate throughout an otherwise interesting and 

well rounded program. However, this was later 

attributed to the fact that Paul was still making 

a transition to a new instrument. 

Opening with Three Dances by Michael 

Praetorius went smoothly enough and set a de- 

lightful mood with its lighter musical style. 

It was not until the Bach Second Lute Suite 

in A Minor (BWV 997) that any problem became 
discernable. Henry’s over cautious attitude did 

not allow him to express the more subtle, inner 

workings of the suite. The performer was never 

quite able to convey the linier ideas so necessary 

to these pieces. 

However, Henry, quickly redeemed himself 

with Yuquijiro Yocoh’s Introduction, Theme, 

and Variations from a Japanese Folk Song and 

captured the audience with breathtaking har- 
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monic section which brought several curtain calls 

before intermission. 
The second half of the program was more in 

the Spanish vein, and perhaps this is where Henry 

shines best. : 
Starting with Andante by Napoleon Coste and 

followed with the ever popular Variations on a 

Theme by Mozart (Opus 9) by Fernando Sor the 

performer showed much more exurberance and 

freedom of playing. 

Coupling this with three Albeniz pieces; Ley- 

enda, Mallorca, and Sevilla made up the finest 

section of the program. Henry showed good musi- 

cality and much feeling for the Spanish style. 

Tarantella by Mario Castelnuvo-Tedesco might 

have used more forethought, due to the rough- 

ness in which some of the phrases were played, 

but provided a suitable ending to the concert. 

Henry was rewarded with several more curtain 

calls and gave encore with the Bach Prelude to 

the Second Cello Suite. 

Guitarra Staff 

Vlahos and Pisaro in Geneva 

   
The Honorable Judge Ellsworth and his wife, 

Rae, invited Demetrios Vlahos and Michael Pisaro 

to provide an evening of guitar works in the soft 

light of the Mill Race Inn settled by the banks of 
the Fox River in Geneva, Illinois. The evening be- 

gan with two modern pieces Preluido and Danza 

No. 2, by George Martinez Zarate which created 

a quiet and mysterious mood with their exotic 

Mexican harmonies. Next was the Intermezzo 

by Enrique Granados (drawn from the opera 

GOYESCAS). Despite a few rough passages the 
Piece retained the singing quality of the opera. 

The baroque inventions of Bach were notable for 

their precision and timing. The two-part counter- 

point adapted well to the melodic quality of the 

guitar. 

One musical high point of the program was 

their interpretation of Albeniz’s Cordoba, with 

its sweeping Spanish style. This was followed by 

a 4 
“Michael Pisaro and Demetrios Vlahos 

  

Danza No. 6 by Granados, another work of the 

Spanish nationalist school. 

The English renaissance was well represented 

by the William Lawes Suite for Two Lutes, trans- 
cribed by Julian Bream. The high point of the 

evening was attained with Ravel’s Pavan for a 

Dead Princess. Executing their flawless shifts and 

purity of tone Demetrios and Michael conveyed 

the intense emotions of this piece. 

Finishing with Manuel De Falla’s The Miller’s 

Dance with its spontaneous character provided 

the evening’s most exciting moments. 

Demetrious Vlahos has a Bachelor of Music 

Degree in Performance from DePaul University. 

Michael Pisaro is currently working toward a 

double degree in Performance and Composition 

from DePaul. They both study guitar exclusively 

with Mr. Leon Borkowski. 

by Guitarra Staff 
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(ciuliani by Romero 
Angel Romero’s guitar playing has often been 

described as brilliant and firey, and his latest 

album, The Divine Giuliani (Angel SZ-37326), 
demonstrates how he earned that reputation. The 

recording—Romero’s fifth for Angel Records—is 

a tribute to the virtuosic music of Mauro Giuliani 

(1781-1828), gaining its title from an appellation 
bestowed on Giuliani by an admiring Ludwig 

van Beethoven. 

Romero enlivens everything he touches on the 

disk, achieving great heights of musical excite- 

ment which seem to fit the music of Giuliani 

ideally. Romero’s playing bursts with energy and 

vitality, sweeping the listener along a virtual 

roller-coaster of dynamic and rhythmic changes. 

The major portion of the album is devoted to 

Le Rossiniane Opp. 119 and 122, two 15-minute 

virtuoso pieces from a set of six by the same 

name. Like most works by Giuliani, the pieces 

are fast-paced and animated, typifying the Ro- 

22 

mantic Period in music history. Le Rossiniane 

surrounds the listener with a dazzling array of 

clever melodies which lead, ultimately, to spectac- 

ular conclusions. With these pieces, Romero 

proves himself to be a true showman, forcefully 

declaring his presence with the guitar, and always 

leaving the listener tingling with energy. 

The remainder of the recording is filled in 

with the more well known Variations on a Theme 

by Handel, and with a relatively little-known 

piece called Six Variations (op. 7), a set of tune- 
ful musical ideas which were inspired by an 

anonymous Viennese Ballet. The music, deftly in- 

terpreted by Romero, is intriguing and dramatic. 

The Divine Giuliani is further enhanced by 

Robert Norberg’s engineering, which achieves a 

full, well-balanced sound that compliments 

Romero’s fine playing. The album is an exhilarat- 

ing tribute to the writings of Mauro Giuliani. 

Scott Bach



The above-quoted appellation bestowed by 

Beethoven upon his contemporary Mauro Giuliani 

by all evidence refers not only to his virtuosity 

as a musician but to his considerable genius for 

composition as well. His abilities in both areas 

where the guitar is concerned, first brought 

Giuliani to the attention of Beethoven. He was 

also proficient on several other musical instru- 

ments and was a member of the orchestra under 

Beethoven’s baton for the first two performances 

of the Maetro’s Seventh Symphony in Vienna, 

December 8 and 12, 1813. 

Born in Bologna in 1781, Mauro Giuliani de- 

cided early on to concentrate his musical career 

upon the guitar. Except for a few basic lessons, 

he was totally self-taught, a fact that becomes 
all the more remarkable in light of his recog- 

nition, along with Fernando Sor (1778-1839), 

as a pre-eminent 19th century exponent of the 

guitar. Not only was Vienna, where he often per- 

formed with such leading musicians as Hummel, 

Moscheles and Mayseder, aware of his gifts, but 

in London the Giulianiad guitar magazine, the 

first of its kind in English, was established and 

named in his honor during the early 1830’s by 

Ferdinand Pelzer. 

“Giuliani was the Paganini on his instrument,” 

the magazine stated, . . ‘The tone of Giuliani 

was brought to the greatest possible perfection; 

in his hands the guitar became gifted with a power 

of expression at once pure, thrilling and exquisite. 

He vocalized his adagios to a degree impossible to 

be imagined by those who never heard him—his 

melody in slow movements . . . was invested 

with a character, not only sustained and penetra- 

ting, yet of so earnest and pathetic a description, 

as to make it appear in reality the natural charac- 

teristic of the instrument. Jn a word, he made 

the instrument sing” (italics courtesy Giulianiad). 
Based upon his own experiences he wrote a 

Practical Method for guitar and designed an in- 

strument, the “terz” guitar, which was small 

and capable of beig tuned a third higher (terz). 

Yet it is a composer of prodigious as well as 

prolific stature that Mauro Giuliani is revered to- 

day. Amid his travels, public appearances and 

teaching, he found time to write and publish 

nearly 300 works including concertos for guitar, 

compositions for guitar with orchestral instru- 

ments, duets for two guitars, duets for guitar and 

piano and guitar solos. It is from this last group 

that Angel Romero has selected the music for 

this album. 

From the six Rossiniane, Opp. 119-124, writ- 

ten during the early 1820’s the Op. 119 and Op. 

122 are of special note. Op. 119, recorded here 

as composed, offers challenges to the performer 

that are among the most demanding of all guitar 

literature. The Op. 122, a permiere recording by 

Romero, equals the former in virtuosic writing 

and offers a series of melodic inventions uniquely 
its own. On the basis of these works, it is easy to 

see that Giuliani not only made the guitar sing 

when he played but wrote music that demanded 
of the performing artist the remarkable technical 

ability essential to the achievement of the 

Giuliani-esque sound. Combining as he did the 

popular operatic themes and melodies of the day 

with some of the most complex writing extant, 

Giuliani gives the artist and listener a masterful 

range of mood from lyric to martial in the finest 

Rossini tradition. ~ 

An evident admirer of the works of Georg 

Friedrich Handel (1685-1759), Giuliani wrote 
one of his most popular compositions as a set of 

Variations on a Theme of Handel, Op. 107. As 

the preface to the scope explains: ‘This famous 

Handel theme with accompanying variations was 

published in 1720 as the concluding movement 

of a suite. It became known as the “Harmonious 

Blacksmith,’ though this title first appeared 

nearly a hundred years after the original publica- 

tion, and its origin is still unknwon.”’ The varia- 

tions heard here are Giuliani’s own published in 

Milan around 1827 and and do not follow those of 

Handel. The intensity of the writing again offers 

a special challenge to the performing artist. 

The intriguing Six Variations for Guitar, Op. 

7, were written and published during Giuliani’s 

Vienna years. The anonymous Viennese ballet 

from which the composer took his inspiration 

was titled ‘The Hostile Tribes” and, although no 

further trace of the work is at hand, the tale, as 

evidenced by the drama of the music, must have 

afforded viewers a night to remember. 

Janice May 
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San Francisco, CA 

Maestro Segovia cancelled concerts in San 

Francisco, CA, Feb. 22nd and Portland, OR, 

March Ist due to a slight accident (lowered hotel 
window on hand). He resumed his tour with the 

San Antonio, TX concert, March 3rd. 

Boston, MA 
There is a fierce war of words going on over 

Matanya Ophee’s blistering critic of a recent con- 

cert by Eliot Fisk which appeared in the Boston 

Classical Guitar Society’s Newsletter. Letters, pro 
and con, continue to be published in their infor- 

mative newsletter. Guitar publications, today, are 

changing for better or worse. It would have been 

a sacrilege ten years ago to publish anything but 

favorable criticism about a concert guitarist. 

  

Rochester, MN 

Christopher Parkening entered the Mayo 

Clinic here for a medical examination. After suc- 

cessfully completing the first quarter of his con- 

cert tour he began to have severe headaches (he 

told James Sherry his brain seemed to be explod- 

ing out of his head). The clinic’s diagnosis was he 
was suffering from severe hypertension, high 

blood pressure and a tremendous work load. No 

permanent physical damage was reported. Chris- 

topher reports he will begin recording his new 

24 

record release, Bach album, in March. After that 

is finished he will take it easy. 
Julian Bream had to cancel part of his tour 

due to a very severe ear infection. 

Julian Bream, Christopher Parkening and John 

Williams are the virtuosi we hear and see too little 

of in a normal season. 1980-1981 has been a 

catastrophic time for guitar enthusiasts. 

Germany 
Twelfth Annual International Classical Guitar 

Seminar. The Hermann Hauser family and the 

town of Reisbach, Bavaria, will be hosting their 

Twelfth International Classical Guitar Seminar, 

August 2 - 12. Terrence Farrell will again direct 

the seminar and give workshops in guitar perfor- 

mance. Categories are open for beginning, inter- 

mediate and advanced students. 

Hermann Hauser III will give lectures on 

guitar construction. For those persons interested 

in the Hauser family and their guitars, this has 

become an excellent way to meet one of the 

great luthier families. For a brochure and further 

information, please write: SL Blodget, P.O. Box 

6543, Carmel, CA 93921 or call (408) 624-7653. 

  

Liege, Belgium 

The III International Festival of the guitar was 

presented here with great success. The various 

 



events, February 16, 17 and 18, master class em- 

phasizing interpretation with Leo Brouwer. Class 

participants—Daniel Alfandari, France; Olivier 

Bensa, France; Pascal Bolbach, France; Nigel 

Coates, France; Maryse de Moffarts, Belgium; 

Christine Goffinet, Belgium; Bernard Hauzeur, 

Belgium; Marc Jakout, Belgium; Marc Jean- 

Bearnard, France; Yoko Matsuo, Belgium; 

Hugues-Armand Navez, Belgium; Nicolas Petrou, 

Switzerland; Armand Sans, France; Sandra Scott, 

Trinidad; Ichiro Suzuki, Japan; Christine Vieu- 

jean, Belgium. 

February 20, guitar concerts—3 part program. 

Guitarists performing were Guy Lukowski, Freddy 

Reyna and Carlos Bonell. Part I, Guy Lukowski 

performed BARRIOS’ Prelude, una limosna, Tua 

Imagem, Choro da Saudade, Pagina de’album, 

Souvenir d’un reve. Freddy Reyna performed 

Juan LISCANO’s Amalia rosa, Golpe larense 

SUITE DE MERENGUES CARAQUENOS-El 

Sanjuanero, el Rucaneo, la Calderete, Juan Jose, 

el Templete. Amable ESPINA, Brisas del Zulia, 

valse criollo; Vicente E. SOJO, Quirpa Mirandina, 

Joropo; FOLKLORE, Seis Numerado, Joropo; 

Rafael RARIAS, El Latigueado, Valse criollo. 

Part II, Carlos Bonell performed VILLA-LOBOS 

Etudes 11, 8 and 7, Preludes 5, 1 and 2, Choros 

typico. Part III, Freddy Reyna performed Juan 

LISCANO, Amalia rosa, Golpe larense; Jesus 

LOZANO, Deborah, Danza zuliana; Freddy 

REYNA, Julita, Valse criollo; Freddy REYNA, 

Yo era feliz, Valse criollo; FOLKLORE, Revuelta 

de cuatro La Apurena; Zumba que Zumba, 

Quirpa, Bagre, Gaban. 

February 21, Leo Brouwer, guitarist. Leo 

Brouwer’s compositions performed by: Liege 

Philharmonic Orchestra, Dir. Pierre Bartholomee; 

Mudra, dance group; chorographer, Micha Van 

Hoecke; guitarists Buy Lukowski and Philippe 

Lemaigre. Part I, Deux Chansons populaires 

Cubaines (1961); Deux Danses populaires: Danse 
caracteristique (1957); Tango, de’apres Astor 
Piazzola (1973); Deux Chansons des Beatles, 
version Brouwer (1976), en duo avec GUY 

LUKOWSKI. PER SUONARE A DUE (1972), 

prologue, grand pas de deux, scherzo di bravura, 

epilogue, en duo avec Philippe LEMAIGRE. LA 

ESPIRAL ETERNA (1971); ELOGIO DE LA 

DANZA (1964), sur une choregraphie de Micha 
VAN HOECKE. Part II, LA TRADICION SE 

ROMPE . PERO CUESTRO TRABAJO, 

ouverture symphonique. CONCIERTO DE 

LIEJA, creation mondiale. Avec l’orchestre Phil- 

harmonique de Liege. 

February 23, concert, Alexandre Lagoya, 

guitarist, Liege Philharmonic Orchestra, Dir. P. 

Bartholomee, Isabel Garcisanz, soprano, Andre 

Noiret, flute. Part I, Alexandre Lagoya per- 

formed Frederico TARREGA, Valses en mi 

majeur, la majeur, re majeur; Isaac ALBENIZ, 

Prelude, Tango, Caprice catalan; Joaquin ROD- 

RIGO, Prelude, Nocturne, Scherzino (dedies a 

A. Lagoya); Ravi SHANKAR, Le matin enchante 

pour flute et guitare, avec Andre NOIRET. Part 

II, Isabel Garcisanz, sopraco performed Manuel 

DE FALLA, 7 chansons populaires espagnoles, 

avec Isabel GARCISANS, H. TOMASI, CON- 

CERTO “A la memoire d’un poete assassine”’ 

pour guitare et orchestre. (dedie a A. Lagoya), 
avec l’Orchestre Philharmonique de Liege. 

February 24, concert Jean Louis, guitarist, 

Marie Clare Nardo, piano program, The Guitar 

in Belgium, B. DI VITO-DELVAUX, HISTOIRES, 

La Melancolie de Lem, L’histoire de Lan, La 

chanson de l’Ach, La romance de Ly, La danse 

de No. Norbert LECIERQ, SIX COULEURS, 

Pourpre, Turquoise, Arlequin, Orange, Noir, 

Cyclamen. H. ROEISTRAETE, SONATINE dans 

le monde dorique, Prelude, Arietta, Toccata. 

Willy ROUMA, TROIS DIALOGUES pour 

guitare et piano, Jean ABSIL, SONATINE POUR 

PIANO, Rene DRIESEN, ADDICIONAL III, 

Rene DRIESEN, PRELUDE ET DANSE. 

February 24, concerts, Liona Boyd, Michael 

Lorimer, guitarists. Liona Boyd performed John 

DUARTE, Sonatinette, Godfrey BERKELEY, 

Sonatina (opus 51), Carlos PAYET, Cabellos 
de oro, Danza Nortena, Federico TORROBA, 

Madronos, Isaac ALBENIZ, Rumores de la 

Caleta, Francisco TARREGA, Gran Jota. Michael 

Lorimer performed SANTIAGO DE MURCIA, 

Prelude, Allegro, Air; Francisco CORBETTA, 

Prelude, Caprice, Gigue, Menuet, Chaconne; 

Mario CASTELNUOVO-TEDESCO, La Arrul- 

ladora, La Primavera; William ALBRIGHT, 

SHADOWS-Open, Tierra, Nights, Spirits, Lullaby, 

Days, Tarantas, Close; Joaquin TURNIA, Danzas; 

American Music (oeuvres a announcer). 

February 25, concert, Paco de Lucia, flamenco 

guitarist, Part I, ALEGRIA, TARENTO, GUA- 

JIRA, BULERIA, SOLEA; Part II, GRANAINA, 

ZAPATEADO, FANDANDOS DE HUELVA, 

GUAJIRA, VIDA BREVE (M. de Falla), ENTRE 

DOS AGUAS. The festival also included jazz, 

Bossa Nova guitar concerts and Caribbean 

Folklore performances. 
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For Guitars ¢ Violins ¢ Pianos 

      

  

Antigua Wax is a secret blend of Carnauba, 

Coconut and Rosewood Waxes. It has been 

used to protect priceless instrument collections 

in museums throughout the world. 

    

     
    

    

  

   
    

   

    

    

Antigua Wax is available at all fine music stores. 

  

  

  

   

ANTIGUA CASA SHERRY.BRENER, LTD. 
‘of MADRID 

Proudly Presents 

6 9. ae eee a) ee 

_,.. “THE WORLD RENOWNED GUITAR STRINGS” = 
HPS 4° “PLAYED BY THE MASTERS” ae 
é PROFESSIONAL QUALITY FOR CLASSICAL AND 

\\, MANDMADE IN FRANCE © FLAMENCO GUITARS \, 

is STATISTICS ‘Ss 
2 ¥® Bass strings: Handwound . Silver Plated ce 

\9ed - French rranciace Torrega Treble Strings: Diamond Gavi Nylon Miguel Lisbet 
wei "EXCLUSIVE WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS '”*'** 
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“LONG " 
» 

PRoressionaL. 
funce Fa 

STATISTICS 

Handwound - Copper (French Process) 
Nyko 

Bass Strings: 
Treble Strings: Diamond Gauged | French Miguel Liebet 

EXCLUSIVE WORLDWIDE DisTRisUTORS |=‘ 
oe ANTIGUA CASA 

. am Sheery-Brener, Lis. de ms 
‘sorraae of MADRID : 
= ime pene newer Ns 

Phone Ares Code 312 137-1711 

  

              
THE WORLD RENOWNED GUITAR STRINGS 4 

Played by the Masters | 
} Professional Quality — For Classical & Flamenco Guitar — Handmade in France 

, Available in Three Precision Tensions 
Cobre — High Long Lasting Oro — Medium High Plata — Medium 

Available at all leading music stores 

    
    

  

 



  

    
Threads of nylon become special core. Core is wrapped with Winter Silver wire in correct ratio. Result is extra-brilliant GHS string. 

New GHS Classic Guitar Strings Deliver Ultimate Brilliant 
Full-bodied Tone, Thanks to Special Construction Method 
You've Got To Try A Set! 
GHS research has developed two new sets for the 

dedicated classical artist. 

Ask your dealer for GHS La Classique set 2370 or 

2370G in the blue label. The sets contain our new 

extra-brilliant basses (wound strings) constructed by 

a special method. 

The Secret To Brilliant Tone 
Although many factors combine to give a classic 

string its tone, exhaustive GHS research has dis- 

covered the most important factor of all: core-to- 

cover ratio (the mathematical relationship between 

the thickness of the core and the thickness of the 

cover wire). 

With this in mind, we worked out some great new 

core-to-cover ratios. 

GHS Develops Special Cores 
Once we had developed the ideal core-to-cover 

ratios we ran into a problem. The core sizes we need- 

ed were not the same as the standard sizes available 

from our suppliers. We solved this with a special 

construction method. Now we make our own cores 

by building up threads of nylon in various amounts 

to form cores of any desired thickness. The cores are 

then wrapped with Winter Silver™ cover wire of the 

precise sizes needed to 

produce basses 

with ultimate 

brilliance. 

New GHS Classic Sets 
2370 & 2370G deliver 
brilliant tone    

Choice of Trebles—Plain or Ground 
Both new sets contain the same basses, but you get 

a choice of trebles. The 2370 set contains regular pro- 

fessional grade clear nylon trebles. 

The 2370G set contains ground trebles (‘‘G’’ for 

‘‘sround’’). The micro-grinding process trues the 

strings so they come out exactly the same thickness | 

from end to end. GHS ground trebles play perfectly 

in tune and ring out with somewhat more brilliance 

and volume. They feel satin-smooth. 

Sets Have Balanced Tension 
We combine the trebles and basses into high ten- 

sion sets with excellent balance from string to string, 

making difficult left hand fingerings easier. Your 

right hand, too, will appreciate the uniform 

response. 

GHS Quality Control— 
Another Big Plus! 

Highly trained GHS inspectors are constantly at 

work, using micrometers, illuminated magnifying 

glasses, breakstrength testing machines, and other 

devices to assure that only highest quality strings get 

to be GHS Strings. 

Try our new 2370 & 2370G sets soon and hear what 

extra-brilliant tone can add to your music. 

  
GHS...THE CHOICE OF 

EXPERIENCE! 

Gus strings 
The String Specialists 

Manufactured by GHS Corporation 
2813 Wilber Ave., Battle Creek, MI 49015 
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PLAYER’S NAILS 
an open letter to all guitarists: 

Many guitarists have been haunted by nail problems, and attempts to solve them have, so far, been 

only partly successful (such as, for instance, the very complicated method of making false nails | de- 

scribed in the January 1979 issue of ‘‘Guitar’’). 

| would like to take this opportunity to inform your readers that a revolutionary and definitive 

solution now exists, which is at the same time extremely simple to use, requiring only a certain 

amount of care. 

| have met in New York a Rumanian guitarist who lives in the U.S.A., Alex Radulescu. He used 

to have serious nail problems, and, with the help of a friend from an industry specialising in plastic 

fibres, they developed a new material combining several types of resins which virtually duplicates all 

characteristics of a healthy natural nail in consistency, feel, elasticity, but it is extremely strong. It is 

very easy to file and it can produce a superb tone! | have tried it and, in my opinion, it solves this old 

awful problem once and for all. It is just unbelievable. | use it permanently on one of my fingers, but 

| think every player should carry it around, for in an emergency it would take less than five minutes 

to put on. (With practice | can now do it in two minutes.) So, | feel it would be of interest to your 

readers. 

Sergio Abreu—Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

The Complete Kit which includes 2 dozen nails plus accessories & complete detailed in- 
structions can be ordered by sending $19.95 plus $1.50 postage to: 

BALKAN MUSIC and ACCESSORIES 
99 Pond Ave., Suite 224, Brookline, Mass. 02146, U.S.A. 
Outside U.S. please add $1.00 per kit and send only International Money Order. 

  

  

- Antigua m 

Castanets 

& 
Cejillas 

(Spanish Capo) 

Handmade in Spain 

Professional Instruments 

Made of Exotic Woods 

Aged over 50 years. 
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GALLERY 
OF 

GREAT 
GUITARS 
During the late Renaissance, when the violin was al- 

ready a model of classic restraint in instrument building, 

the guitar blossomed forth as an object of lavish ornamen- 

tation. Marquetry and inlay of mother-of-pearl, tortoise 

shell, ivory, ebony and satinwood plus gilt, all became the 

decorative materials with which luthiers embellished the 

.guitars of the 16th and 17th centuries. Guitars were con- 
sidered extensions of personal adornment reflecting the 

courtly tastes for sumptuous damasks, furnishings and 

tapestries of the late Renaissance and Baroque periods. 
Even Stradivarius, who seldom deviated from the un- 

adorned simplicity of his violins, felt free to indulge his 
decorative fancy when he built guitars. 

66 
MAGNIFICENT INSTRUMENTS 

in all their Renaissance and Baroque glory 

A superb photographic collection 

with informative museum descriptions 

in three parts: Guitar Review 30-32-35 

set of three $16.00 including postage 

or $7.00 each including postage   ALL REMITTANCES MUST BE IN U.S. DOLLARS, PAYABLE IN THE U.S.A.   
GUITAR REVIEW —~ — 409 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y.10022 
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CLASSIC GUITAR ARTISTRY 

by DOUGLAS NIEDT 
Antigua Records proudly presents 
the world’s newest guitar virtuoso 

playing music by Ravel, Bustamente, 
Turina, Myers, Satie, Gershwin and 
Giuliani... much of it transcribed, 
arranged, or edited by himself. 

Antigua Stereo $6.98 +75¢ postage 

ANTIGUA CASA SHERRY-BRENER, LTD. 

3145 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Ill. 60629   
  

Protect Your Valued Guitar With An 

INSULATED GUITAR CASE COVER 

  

e. Handsome medium gray with black trim 

e Zippered — instrument removes easily ADDS RESISTANCE TO SHOCK & TEMPERATURE CHANGE 

e Ideal for travel or storage — water repellant WITH THE LATEST IN 3-PLY CUSHIONED CONSTRUCTION 

e Provides protection from costly repairs CUS TOM WY OEW yD TO YOUR CASE 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND BROCHURE, WRITE: 
ORIBE GUITARS e 2141 LAKEVIEW RD. e VISTA, CA 92083 e Tel. (714) 727-2230   
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Antigua Guitar Blanket 
Eindorsed by Manuel Lopez Ramos    

Price: $19.95 plus 95¢ postage 
Sole Distributor: Antigua Casa Sherry-Brener, Inc., 

3145 W. 63rd St., Chicago, Illinois 60629 (312)737-1711 

The AGB protects your GUITAR against 

body perspiration. 

The AGB protects the shiny varnish of 

your GUITAR against possible damages 

caused by rings, cufflinks or other pieces 

of jewelry or sharp instruments. 

The AGB protects your GUITAR against 

shocks or slight bumping. 

It maintains your GUITAR firmly posi- 

tioned in your legs avoiding it from slipping. 

The AGB helps your arm movements 

along the body of your GUITAR whenever 

wearing short sleeves, 

The AGB totally eliminates the need of 

that most uncomfortable and useless piece 

of cloth that is sometimes used in between 

your guitar and legs. 

The AGB avoids scratches or marks in 

your GUITAR when placing it in a guitar 

stand. 

Once the AGB is placed on your guitar it 

can remain there permanently even when 

your GUITAR is put back in its case. 

  

  

  
Endorsed by Christopher Parkening 

America’s greatest guitar virtuoso 

CONCERT GUITAR STRINGS 
STATISTICS 

Bass Strings: Handwound, Silver-Plated, 
Made in France 

Treble Strings: Diamond Gauged, Precision Nylon 
Made in USA 

  

“Arabesque”? are the finest 

set of guitar strings I have 

ever tried. 

The treble strings produce a 

clear ringing bell-like tone. 

The bass strings are powerful 

and brilliant in sound. Both 

are extremely responsive to 

the most subtle demands of 

the artist and I am _ using 

them exclusively in my re- 

cordings for Angel. 

I sincerely recommend these 

strings to any guitarist who 

insists upon the utmost from 

his instrument. 

  

  

  

 



 



  
  

Expert Instruction 

Accessories 

All Major Strings 

Publications 

De Olde 
Guitar Shoppe 

Specially Selected 

Imported Handmade 

Classic Guitars 

6806 Douglas 

Des Moines, Iowa 50322 

515/278-8780 

A Paul and Janet Wilson Proprietors 

  

    

GUITARS FOR THE CONNOISSEUR 

ALBERT 

AUGUSTINE 

made by 

Frank Haselbacher 

Instruments shown 

by appointment only. 

FRANK HASELBACHER 

Voluntown, Conn. 06384   
      

 



GUITAR 
REVIEW 

34 years of continvovs publication 

  

    

    

drawing by Bobri 

  

“The Guitar Review is a testimonial and an 

inspiration to all who love the guitar and 
beauty.” 

ANDRES SEGOVIA 

  

“1 know of no other magazine in the world. 
like it.” 

HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS 

  

“Best wishes for the greatest success with 

your valuable Guitar Review, which I much 

admire.” 

IGOR STRAVINSKY 

  

“1 shall treasure these issues wherein you so 

properly and intelligently honor that notable 
and lovable instrument, the guitar.” 

CARL SANDBURG 

  

“The Guitar Review is in my opinion the 
handsomest and most distinguished musical 

periodical in America...” 
RALPH KIRKPATRICK 

  

“The Guitar Review provokes and stimulates 
connoisseur and layman alike by cultivat- 

ing the colorful tradition of one of the noble 
polyphonic instruments.” 

EMANUEL WINTERNITZ 
Curator of Musical Instruments 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art 

  

“The Guitar Review fills a definite need and 
I sincerely hope you will continue to have 
special numbers . . . which are of interest to 
musicologists as well as guitarists.” 

CARLETON SPRAGUE SMITH 
formerly Chief of the Music Division 

The New York Public Library 

Beginning with CR48 Guilder Review will commence 4 new exclusive 
eas wh conttolng series of arlicles by 

With gue 
eGOVILA 

by Uhe Masstro 
GA The spinid moves him. 

THE GUITAR REVIEW 409 East 50th Street New York, New York 10022 
descriptive brochures on request 
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The State-of-the-Art... 
Calidad Suprema 

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND BROCHURE, WRITE: 

2141 LAKEVIEW RD., VISTA, CA 92083 Tel. (714) 727-2230   
 



  

CONCERTISTE 
Nylon Guitar Strings 

  

  

Completely Made by Hand 

Available Technical Variations 

Tension: Medium or High 

Bass Strings: Hand Wound Silver 

or Gold Plated 

Treble Strings: Precision extruded 

French Nylon 

  

      

Concertiste Strings are endorsed and used by — Made in France— 
Emilio Pujol, Tarrega’s only disciple.       

The Mid-America 
Guifar Society 

Invites you to participate in our 1980 - 1981 

season of classic guitar events: 

Concerts featuring professional artists, 

Student recitals, 

Monthly meetings. 

For information about performances and member- 

ship, write or call: 

THE MID-AMERICA GUITAR SOCIETY 

909 W. Armitage Avenue 

Chicago, Illinois 60614 

Phone: 525-7621 
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President and Mrs. Carter 
Jlonor 

Andres Si 

al Concert 

“The White 
Sunday, March, 11,1979 

‘Programs 

Song of the Emperor and Diferencias’on — L.deNarvae= 
a SpanishTune#* Ca, 1538) 

Fugue ( Originally Jor Lute)* GDh 

Theme and Variations FE Sor 
Menuet in.A CEES? 

hiciancilic eter c — M. Castel nuow Ted. 
Primavera (Quasi Toccata 1895108) 

Allegretto Castellano ‘Moreno Torroba, 

ed Teas 
*Reused and adapted by Andres Seyona 

 



  

  

        

ulgars 

Classical and flamenco 

Spandtnad in 
Spain 

and ‘Fapan 

Antigua Casa Sherry-Brener offers you... 

Handmade guitars from the world’s greatest luthiers; 
for the student, teacher and concert guitarists. 

We have the finest selection of guitars in the world. 
These guitars are made by Ramirez, (Spain); Pena, 
(Spain); Hernandis, (Japan); Garcia, (Japan). The 
prices range from $250.00 to $5,975.00 with imme- 
diate delivery on all guitars. 

Every guitar at Sherry-Brener is aged at least one 
year. We do this because the finish needs at least 8 
months to crystalize. During this time the sound of 
the guitar changes each month. The glue, also, does 
not completely harden until after this length of time. 
The guitars are not tuned up during this drying 
period. 

Any concert artist who has acquired a guitar from 
our firm always demanded an aged instrument. When 
you receive a guitar from Sherry-Brener -you can be 
assured it is completely bone-dry. 

A Letter of Value is given with each guitar. All 
major insurance companies accept our evaluations 
without question. 

Due to our close association with the great concert 
guitarists of our day we always solicit their opinion 
and knowledge on every guitar in our catalogue. Any 
improvement that was suggested was made. 

In other words our guitars were designed by great 
guitarists not just by wood workers or scientists. 

Not only do we send aged wood to our makers in 
Spain and Japan, but, also, the ideas and dreams of 

great concert guitarists. 
The gifted hands of these makers turn these rare 

old woods, ideas and dreams into beautiful musical 

instruments. 
It is a well-known fact that virtuoso guitarists 

Christopher Parkening, Michael Lorimer and Douglas 
Niedt grew up playing our guitars. Nearly 100% of 
the touring concert guitarists are playing guitars 
from Sherry-Brener. 

For our catalogue featuring guitars, strings, acces- 
sories, publications, records and luthier supplies send 
$1.25 postage and handling charges. In many areas 
our catalogue has become a collector’s item. 

We also publish Guitarra Magazine, a bi-monthly, 
up-to-date news media featuring a calendar of events 
— where and when the artists are performing . . . 
interesting, in depth interviews with performing 
guitarists . . hew music . . publication and 
record reviews. 
Subscriptions: $15.50 per year (foreign: $21.50) 

Back Issues: $2.60 per issue (foreign: $3.60) 

ANTIGUA CASA 
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SA ills 

— “BRENER 
OF MADRID 

3145 West 63rd Street, Chicago, Ill. 60629 — U.S.A. 312-737-1711 

      
  

 



  

GUITAR REVIEW 

A luxurious publication 

lavishly illustrated 

with engravings, photographs, 

and drawings by famous graphic artists. 

Each issue an individual entity. 

Considered together, the 45 issues 

embrace a wide range of subjects illuminated 

    

                        

    

   
   

     
   

    

  

by outstanding figures of the guitar world. 

Included are scholarly articles on aspects of 

musicology, playing technique, 

instrument construction, the guitar in art, flamenco 

and other folklore music of various parts of the world; 

reviews of new music, books and records. 

Rare musical selections include compositions for guitar solo 

and in combination with voice and other instruments. 

ISSUED IRREGULARLY 

Subscription for 3 issues $16.00 (foreign $18.00) 

Back issues beginning with No. 28 are available 

at $7.00 a copy ($8.00 foreign) 

REPRINT EDITIONS 

HANDSOMELY BOUND IN GOLD STAMPED COVERS 

Vol. I (issues 1-6, 1946-1948) $36.00 

Vol. II (issues 7-12, 1948-1951) $40.00 

Vol. III (issues 13-18, 1952-1955) $40.00 

all remittances must be in U.S. dollars, payable in the U.S.A. 

descriptive brochures on request: 

GUITAR REVIEW 

409 East 50 St., New York, N.Y. 10022 
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Andres Segovia 
Comments on 

4 GUITARRA Magazine 
_“T hope that this fine mag- 

- azine (GUITARRA Mag- 
azine) accomplishes its 
artistic purpose — to in- 

crease the love and know- 
ledge of its readers —for 
the beautiful instrument 
which is the guitar.” 

ANDRES SEGOVIA 
1966 Winston-Salem, NC 

      

Dear James, 

“I am truly happy that, 
like the immortal Fenix, 
“Guitarra” magazine will 
be born again! A periodi- 
cal devoted to current 
news of the classic guitar 
world is badly needed and 
will be appreciated. Under 
your experienced guid- 
ance success is assured. If 
I can be of any help, 
please do call on me.” 

VLADIMIR BOBRI 
September 27, 1978   

Julian Bream Proclaims 
f GUITARRA Magazine 
“GUITARRA is a truly 
lovely magazine. I wait 

it really keeps me inform- 
» ed on the happenings: of 

_ the guitar world.” 

To GUITARRA 
Magazine from Regino 

Sainz De La Maza 
“With my best wishes 
and congratulations for 
your interesting mag- 

azine.” : oe 
REGINO 

SAINZ DE LA MAZA 
July 21, 1964 

  

  

Bo anxiously for each issue, — 

JULIAN BREAM § 
February 25, 1964 © 

  

      
      

    
    
    
     
      
     

  

   

    

A Word from Sabicas 
“I, Sabicas, find the 
GUITARRA Magazine in- 
spiring, authentic and in- 
formative. The people 
who publish this mag- 
azine are dedicated afi- 
cionados of the guitar. 
Amigos this is our mag- 
azine.” 

: SABICAS 

  

    
    
       
       
    
      
    
    
    

    
     
     

Juan Serrano Comments 
“GUITARRA Magazine 

. The cornerstone of 
the guitar world, a phen- 
omenal publication. The 
one true source of.infor- 
mation featuring high- 
lights on every facet of 
the guitar world; past, 
present and tomorrow.” 

JUAN SERRANO 

A Duo Proclamation 
by Presti and Lagoya 

“We are inspired to see a 
magazine like Guitarra. 
It is nicely written and 
pictured. More publica- 
tions should follow in the 
footsteps of GUITARRA 
Magazine.” 

IDA PRESTI and 
ALEXANDRE LAGOYA 

    

    
        

         
      

     
        
      
     
     
       
    

  

    

    

Carlos Montoya 
Exclaims. . . 

“GUITARRA Magazine 
is the world’s greatest 
guitar publication. In fact, 
I consider GUITARRA 
the finest guitar magazine 
of all time. Sincere con- 

_ gratulations.”’ 
CARLOS MONTOYA 

March 19, 1966 

      

    
     
     
    
    
    

     
      
       

    
    

    
    
    
      

— The World's Greatest Guitar Magazine 
  

  

   

    

   



  

  

Birthdays of Aficionados 

  
ae Heitor Villa-Lobos, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, March 5, 1890 : : a ‘ 

Maurice Ravel, Ciboure, France March 7, 1875 

Marsal Domingo Prat, Barcelona, Spain | March 17, 1886 

Johann Sebastian Bach, Eisenach, Thuringia March 21, 1685 

Bela Bartok, Nagyszentmiklas,  Hongary EE March 25, 1881 

Vincent Indy, Paris, France March 27, 4851 

Sir William Walton, Lancashire, England = —~ March 29, 1902 ee 
Mario Castelnuovo-Tedesco, Florence, Italy at Apne tees a 

Emilio nfs Ledds, Splat Ape 1886 | 
Y oo ce a 5 a3 : ES ¥ ae 
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